MICROmachining
Avoiding bad breaks when boring

T

here’s a basic misconception about applying micro boring bars to finish small
holes: the tools won’t work.
“Yes, they will,” said Duane Drape, national sales manager for HORN USA Inc. The
Franklin, Tenn., toolmaker offers tools in its
Supermini line as small as 0.17mm (0.0067")
for boring a hole with a 0.2mm (0.0079")
minimum bore diameter at a maximum
DOC of 0.02mm (0.0008").
“The maximum DOC doesn’t necessarily mean you remove that much stock. It just
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A microboring sequence (clockwise from upper
left): HORN’s Supermini boring bars are for
finishing holes with a minimum bore diameter
down to 0.2mm.

means that’s the maximum clearance of the
tool,” Drape noted, adding that a larger DOC
can be taken when boring various softer materials, including plastics, aluminum and even
titanium.
These micro boring bars are typically for
Swiss-style machines, where the tool remains
stationary and the workpiece rotates, but
they can also be applied as rotating tools in
machining centers. Either way, the machine
must be stable.
The tools must also be positioned on cen12 | WINTER 2009 | MICROmanufacturing

terline. Setting a boring bar above centerline creates more cutting force and, therefore,
puts more pressure on the delicate microtool,
reducing tool life and potentially causing it
to break. A tool set above centerline can also
hinder chip evacuation. When set below centerline, the noncutting portion of the tool
may rub, causing the tool to break. (See diagram on page 46.)
HORN designs and grinds a micro boring tool’s primary and secondary relief angles
based on it being on centerline. Therefore,
altering a tool’s centerline placement diminishes its effectiveness. “It completely changes
how the tool was designed to be cutting,”
Drape said.
These problems are also evident when a
boring bar is positioned above or below centerline and then manually rotated down or
up into the centerline position. As the figures
on page 46 show, a boring tool with a positive
chip rake cuts more efficiently than one with
a neutral rake. “It must be a very positive,
free-cutting geometry,” Drape said, “which
means the top rake angle will not be zero.” He
added that a sharp cutting edge also provides
free cutting because the tool experiences less
pressure. However, a sharp edge is more susceptible to chipping when bouncing occurs.
Fortunately, toolmakers generally design
the holders that accept the boring bar, or insert, to automatically position the tool on centerline. “Our toolholder completely takes care
of it,” Drape said. “It’s built into the polygon
shape of our clamp.” According to Drape, an
insert that’s removed from a HORN holder
and placed back in the holder will have less
than a 5μm (0.0002") variation on centerline.
If adjustments are needed for microhole applications, HORN offers microadjustment
cartridges to adjust the center height within
tenths when a boring tool is running on the
back tool block of a Swiss-style machine.
When the tool is running in the main tool
slide, the programmer can position the slide
at any point to allow microadjustment of the
centerline because the main tool slide moves
up and down linearly unlike a turret, which rotates. Normally, this slide is used for OD work,
but if the end user performs microboring, this
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Prevent tool snapping through chip control
Effective chip evacuation is critical when boring
microholes because chips clogging a bore can cause the tiny
boring bars to snap. Pacific Precision Inc. experienced that
when boring a 1mm-dia., 5mm-deep hole in a titanium part.
The San Dimas, Calif., parts manufacturer produces medical
and dental implants and performs general machining.
Pacific Precision uses micro boring bars on its Citizen Swissstyle machines and previously applied flood coolant to clear
chips. “We
were breaking
and snapping tools in
small, deep bores because of
The Utilis Multidec Microbore tool from
Genevieve Swiss has a multifaceted neck to
reduce vibration and is secured by hand with a finepitch threaded nut.
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chip control,” said Jouni Levanen, the company’s plant manager.
He added that vibration and the resulting chatter were also
causing tool breakage.
A boring bar no larger than 0.8mm is required for the 1mm
hole to provide clearance for the chips and oil. “An oil-based
coolant seems to work best with titanium,” Levanen said. “Also,
we need to use oil because of the revolving bushings on the
machines.”
The company tried various boring tools and found that Utilis
Multidec Microbore through-coolant tools from Genevieve
Swiss Industries Inc. worked from the get-go.
The machines can provide a through-coolant pressure
up to 2,000 psi, but the typical range is from 800 to 1,200
psi. “That’s effective for evacuating chips,” Levanen said. In
addition, the boring bars’ multifaceted neck cut the chatter. “We
have not had any vibration issues with Utilis.”
—A. Richter

slide allows him to position the tool closer to the part for a
more stable application.
Genevieve Swiss Industries Inc., Westfield, Mass., also offers a holder that automatically aligns a boring bar’s cutting
edge on center, including its smallest one—a 0.42mm-dia.
(0.016") tool for a 0.5mm (0.02") minimum bore diameter.
Manufactured by Utilis, the
Multidec Microbore boring bars from Genevieve
Swiss have an angled back
end that locates within 5μm
(0.0002") against a positive
location pin in the Microbore holder. A fine-pitch
threaded and knurled nut
applies sufficient force
Genevieve Swiss Industries Inc.
A multifaceted neck helps
against the snap ring collar
prevent micro boring tools from
on the boring bar, and the
chattering.
system provides an axial and
radial location repeatability of ±10μm (0.0004"), according to
the company.
“You don’t have to worry about snapping the microtool
when tightening the nut,” said Scott Laprade, marketing manager for Genevieve Swiss. “Finger tightening is all it requires.”
To minimize harmful harmonic vibration, the Microbore
tools have a multifaceted neck, where every facet is a different thickness. “That prevents the bar from chattering,”
Laprade said. In addition to front boring tools, the line includes tools for back boring, drilling and boring, internal
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Micro boring tools
usually are used
on Swiss-type
machines.
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grooving, boring and undercutting, profiling, chamfering
and threading.
Another critical boring bar geometry is the lead off the
front cutting edge, which reduces cutting pressure. HORN
provides an 8° lead to enable free cutting, Drape explained. A
smaller angle, such as 5°, provides a slightly stronger cutting
edge but also creates more pressure, whereas one that’s 15°
provides freer cutting but exerts more pressure on the tool’s
corner radius.
The corner radius for HORN’s 0.17mm boring bar is
0.02mm (0.0008"), which Drape called a true radius with a
controllable dimension rather than a chamfer. To achieve the
required surface requirements on that radius without having
excessive peaks and valleys, Drape said micrograin carbide
is required for the tool’s substrate, which isn’t coated for the
company’s smallest boring bars.
On the other hand, Genevieve Swiss typically offers micro
boring bars coated with Utilis’ HX coating, which is similar
to titanium aluminum nitrite but in a submicron-layer form.
“Because the coating layer is so thin, it doesn’t increase the
corner radii on the tools,” Laprade said. He noted that
uncoated tools are also available.
Sometimes a boring tool begins its life coated and finishes it without one on the cutting edge. For instance, Doug
Day, CNC specialist at Tomak Precision, Lebanon, Ohio, applies coated tools to bore stainless steel, cobalt and titanium,
among other materials, and then manually regrinds them for
an aluminum or brass job. “A coating is not necessary then,”
continued on page 46
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he said. “I push them as much as I can
by reusing them.”
The chips a boring bar produces
need to be evacuated from the hole,
which is typically a blind-hole in Swissstyle machining. That’s because parts
are produced from a continuous piece
of bar stock unless work is being performed on the subspindle. Flood coolant is one method of chip removal, but
through-the-tool coolant is generally
preferred, which is available on even the
smallest tools. “The 0.42mm tool has a
coolant delivery port that is EDMed,”
Laprade said. “It doesn’t actually go

The chips a boring bar
produces need to be
evacuated from the hole,
which is typically a
blind-hole in Swiss-style
machining.
through the bar itself but comes out at
the base of the neck and coolant easily
penetrates the hole.”
Through-coolant pressure ranges
from about 100 to 2,000 psi. That’s the
case at Tomak Precision, where Day
prefers through-coolant but normally
applies flood coolant for the first piece.
When Tomak Precision expanded
by purchasing a small machine shop a
few years ago, it acquired two Citizen
Swiss-style machines. It also acquired
a need for new tools. “Swiss machining was new to us, so small tooling was
needed,” Day said, noting that he needs
tools as small as 0.039" for boring a
0.050" hole.
He came across information about
the Utilis Multidec boring bars from
Genevieve Swiss at a machine show
and decided to try them. Today, Tomak
uses four different styles of the boring
tools.
Day found tool life to be good, even
when boring titanium. “I ran a 1,600piece titanium job, and I used two
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The importance of proper center height for a boring bar
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A positive chip rake boring bar set
on centerline provides the most
efficient cutting. The positive rake
reduces cutting force and heat.
Chips are pulled from the inner
wall for the best evacuation, and
tool life is optimal.

A positive rake boring bar set
above centerline and rotated down
to achieve centerline. The effective
rake is neutral, requiring more
cutting force. Chips are moderately
controlled but could have
evacuation trouble. The increased
heat slightly reduces tool life.

A positive rake boring bar set
below centerline and rotated up to
achieve centerline. The effective
positive rake improves chip flow
except clearance is sacrificed,
causing the tool to rub and
bounce. The result is excessive
chatter, heat and premature tool
failure.
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A neutral rake boring bar set on
centerline requires more cutting
force. Chips are moderately
controlled but may poorly
evacuate. Tool life is slightly
reduced because of increased
heat.

A neutral rake boring bar set
above centerline and rotated
down to achieve centerline. The
effective rake is negative, requiring
increased force to shear the
material. The chip is pushed back
in the part’s wall, causing poor chip
evacuation. The increased heat
shortens tool life.

A neutral rake boring bar set
below centerline and rotated up to
achieve centerline. The effective
positive rake improves chip flow
except clearance is sacrificed,
causing the tool to rub and
bounce. The result is excessive
chatter, heat and premature tool
failure.
Genevieve Swiss

inserts for the whole run,” he said. That
required boring a hole at an angle
with a slight counterbore before the diameter stepped down to 0.088". Tolerance was 0.002". “We held a 31-rms
finish,” Day said. “The part requirement
was 63 rms.”
Day noted that the feeds for microboring range from 0.0004 to 0.005 ipr
with a DOC from 0.002" to 0.025".
Taking a single boring pass is preferred.
“I normally try to drill as close
to nominal as I can,” he said. “With
though-coolant, I can drill a lot faster
than I can bore.”
µ
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